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" Proposal:
To breed edible creatures in the lakes which are invisible
to the naked eye, so that every lake will be a pot of soup
-already made, even if uncooked."
-velimirKhlebnikov

In The Summers We Spoke
Hungarian

Andrea Rexilius
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I would write about your arms if! could remember them, so instead I'll
write about your eyes, green with a wicked tangent at the bottom. In those
days I didn't know what szokatlan or huseges meant. But now I have a dictio
nary and I have discovered others, round like eggs and more docile in my
temple, minket, szotag, eltunni. I will send you envelopes oflanguage and
imagine your pupil pressing down against them saying boritek means envelope
means the pockets into which children are folded, red tool cases, soup cook
books, one-hundred music boxes in the garage. A basement full of dirt, How to
Learn the En~1ish Lan~ua~e lining the bookshelf in the upstairs bedroom which
is where I slept among the alphabet blocks and Babar goes to Paris, counting
train cars as they passed my window at night rattling the radiator near my head
and once when I couldn't sleep shaking me into a frenzy that ripped the spines
off all the books and renamed them, "Fairy Tales," "The Brothers' Grimm,"
"Once Upon a Time," "The Story Binder," "A Girl Named Me," and "The Key
to Pronunciation."
The loveliest letter you said was "L," because of its shape,
straightfoward and not too fancy so latcso means opera glasses means taking
trains to museums in the summer where we looked at the city through our
telescopes identifYing bone, identifYing marrow. We pronounced observatory,
skyscraper, vinyl like their syllables were embedded on the back of our palms
and their meanings swollen on the edge of our eardrums. Once when you
weren't looking I ate paint off of Van Gogh's painting, "The Sunflower," in the
Art Institute of Chicago. Later that night I brought handfuls of carpet and
wallpaper into my room to place on my palate to sample and contemplate the
body of Christ. But the form I preferred was the vanilla bean you handed me in
the kitchen when I properly said kezetfogni, means to shake hands means the
glossary in the back of the English dictionary, the key to pronunciation and
your name. There was an orange kitchen, goulash, my elbows indented on the
place mat and standing in line at the grocery store you held my hand as I
translated avocado, egg, orange like an accountant while you scribbled furiously
in your notebook how to say "egg" not "agg" and handed down to my nine
year-old palm a piece of chocolate and a look that said tala].
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Demogorgon

Christopher Mulrooney
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an alteration upon this common Sense I dicta:
a happenstance upon this phone
ya bologna
and another case and etui or pincushion
follow the words see scattershot
all around the humdrum hills
practical definitions practically dumbfounded
go for a pitchfork song in the way of things
in the way of things
in the way of
broad is the avenue not so much as
once it was and
brought down to size
all the citizenships were in
hock and bride-ale
that is good ruin
as parsecs to Parsees
hymns to Hindustanis
pheromones to Pharisees
and Mohawks to Maharanis

tl
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the elision

kathryn 1. pringle
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as the kaleidoscope kleptomaniac masks her love
like an eight year old girl, a silent euphemism escapes
from my mouth at an absurd velocity. she, deaf to
my higher octaves, borrows my glasses in order
to lift a finger to those critical of her shattered
bouquets. she lives in fear of sutures. no words
arriving at the scene because there are no words.
i want the blanket life of her cautious, unattempted love.
all my passing glances have been shattered
by her deliberate, sticky intentions. one slow stare escapes.
she pretends that her alphabet is simply in backwards order.
her words products of her mind wandering to
surrealist gardens to various artist selections to
the holes in my hospital gown. only after the words
deliver me in fragments. nothing. indicative of order.
i want the origin of this: what forces her to seek illiterate love.
she keeps an indiscreet wine glass next to my hospital bed so that when my final
breath escapes
she can provide a memory. so it remains intact, one unshattered
respertory. when inclined to do so, she wallows in biblically shattered
glass. wrapped in tuesday'S newspaper print, so as to
inform would-be assailants that she has yet to escape
the field of objective language. i keep my pace steady with the nabokov words
she and i walk. i say, i helieve in hesitance, reluctant love
requires exactitude. she makes a move towards an order
when she slurs her words, and the alphabetical order
becomes something less than backwards, but more than shattered.
the thought of tangerines, parmesan and a wheat toast love
become those of seeking permanent residence; white picket fences. to
prove she's aroused by the impossibility of my words,
she becomes susceptible to indecision, resembling douds. i escape
with my umbrella, i order my white shutters to
fold over. she will not shatter the glass words
she uses in place oflove, and i am unwilling to escape.
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coffee & photographs

Jonathan Hayes
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historic tragedy:
the Bomb exploded
father's semen, stained
lesion on her brain
hyper-perception
every insect's identity
in the room, registered
black invisible sweater
a chemical evanescence

good nightgood
waiting for the polaroid
emulsion of the past into
the now
little birds chirping in the sad City
heard through a red phone receiver

"the man on the hotline saidthey soundednice too."
the angels will let go of you
ifyou ask, but they
will continue to watch
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Sunday's Swan

Aimee Messer
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Startled starlet darling.
She's a special sort of swan.
The kind with 1920's eyes
that widen as though she has
swallowed something small:
a golden key,
a blue glass-drop,
a secret.
Sunday rains November's washes
onto the skillet,
the sidewalk.
It drowns out the crackle
where you can find her
black and whiteat the picture show.
Her long white neck,
a question mark
on the silver screen.
The silk dress of
her nervousness
elegantly worn and,
just as elegantly,
laughed offin a mere shiver.
It falls in a puddle
around her feeta plume dropped irreverent,
your precious souvenir.
A magnolia mandala
blossoms her halo.
You discover your drunkenness
in the folds of her skin.
And then,
without warning,
she pierces you with Mona Lisa,
as though to say,

This whole thing's a splendidjoke, isn't it?
But, shhhh... I won't tell ifyou don't.

beyond/sense
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Excellent Corpses

E. Kay Elliott

for G. B.
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They make excellent corpses when
they die like that-all white & powderycomposed after a tenuous argument with breath-now
resting peacefully-rest-in -peace-fully.
They make excellent corpses-not like children in
rouge & frilly dresses or tiQY suits-no
not like that and not like
kamikaze moths diving headlong into
the terminallight-pfff-no.
Like hardened skin pearly nearly g1owing-a
tease of a smile insinuating health
masking cavernous hollow inside.
They do make such
excellent corpsesthe long-lived alabaster-comfortable
in their sad farewells-so satisfYing,
the corpses, so excellently expired.
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The Praying Mantis has a Morbid
Habit of Eating Her Lover
Ben Williams
1111111: I l l l l l ! ! I! I ! ! ! ! I! 11111::: I : ! I l l l l ! 11111111111111111111

"Give it to me." Renee: 36/fC.E.O. ofThe National Voyeur maga
zine; wakes up to scotch and oral sex.
8:30 a.m. It's too early for a meeting. Deadline approaching. Someone
needs to generate original thought. They settle for Freud.
"Dog... eats ... boy." Freud: 191m month old hire: high school G.RD.
and a lingering taste in his mouth.
"Gripping, Freud. Just gripping." A smile and a nod-the others roll
their eyes. Productivity. Renee isn't so proud of the group itself but more of the
way she has changed them. She glances around, forcing eyes to avert. They've
all had their heads bitten off.
"So what type ofdog ya' think? A boy or a girl?" Freud breaks in. He is
a naIve boy. It would obviously have to be a big dog. "I always liked golden
retrievers, and I used to be thirteen, soooo that would be pretty cool," Freud
finishes.
"Nice and young," Renee adds. Renee smiles. Freud blushes and
doesn't know why. Inquiring minds want to know. .
"How about a big dog?" Johnny: 31/m who used to get all the gold
stars in kindergarten; this one's a smart one. Johnny: this one's not as pretty as
Freud.
"I think we're going to have to go with the golden retriever," Renee
announces to feigned surprise. Not even a sidelong glance at Johnny. Freud
appreciates this. Freud is in love. Renee likes orgasms. Johnny is stuck in her
digestive tract.
"Do you think anyone is going to believe that a dog would eat a boy,
especially a nice dog like a golden retriever? What we need is for it to be a big
dog." Let it go, Johnny; you're being broken down.
"I saw a golden retriever with big teeth one time. It ate big dog food."
Freud is in control. Big time.
Snickering surfaces in the outer spaces of the room-muffled laughter
and irritation. A paycheck is a paycheck, though. Freud licks the roof of his
mouth and swallows. Mom is proud that her boy wears a suit and tie. Renee
likes orgasms. Freud enjoys the taste of woman.
"A big dog like a St. Bernard, maybe?" The wind leaves his lungs.
Johnny thinks he's better than everybody and you.
"No one likes Bernards." Renee affords a sidelong glance in another
direction. No one would dare follow her gaze except Freud, but he's too busy
grinning at his new pants. "Let's go with the golden retriever, Freud." The
board members are used by now to being addressed under the heading of
Freud. They are lesser than their woman. They've all been boy eaten hy dog at
some point. Johnny forgets that his time has cycled past, forgets the fact that
the lingering taste has left his mouth long ago, tries to speak despite the stom
ach acids around him.
"But ... " Shut up, Johnny.
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"Shut up, Johnny. So, anyway, [to the group of Freud] what about the
boy?"
"How about a minority?" Bernard: 251m high school graduate on his
last ounce of optimism: used to pour Renee's scotch for her. Bernard: still in
love. Bernard: a puppy dog in search of praise, still living for the next kind
word. Kind of pathetic. Nobody likes Bernards.
"Hmm, but how about we make him a border jumper?" She thinks
she's onto something. "The golden retriever could've caught the boy and ate
him to save taxpayer dollars. It could be a good Samaritan story," Renee
finishes. Manuel keeps his mouth shut. Manuel: 271m Harvard graduate: not a
border jumper, just a subordinate. Renee: surrounds herself with subordinatel
m's. Manuel: ingested with the others.
Someone raises his hand meekly. A moment later Renee's favorite 1m
raises his hand.
"Yes, Freud?"
"I was thinkin' that we could have a picture of the dog with the boy's
head in its mouth trying to swallow him down," Freud remarks innocently. "I
really really really like that image." He likes that image.
"So do I," Renee breathes as she wets her lips, gazing longingly at the
broom closet. Freud stares blankly; his mind isn't quite suited for metaphor.
Eyes roll. Bernard squints and scrunches up his face; that used to be their
broom closet. Bernard balls up his fists in thoughts of ending Freud but no
longer recognizes the instinct to behave like a man. Instead, he chooses to go
the route of the pubescent. Bernard gets up, walks to the restroom, locks
himself in a stall, and masturbates vigorously. His love abates momentarily. As
he leaves the stall, another man enters to replace him.
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Synapse, Jennifer Clark.
intaglio, drypoint, spitbite aquatint

maladroitly organized

Valentine Cullen
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Help! I need somebody
Help! Not just anybody

Help me I think I'm follin~ ..
Need more sleep
Still drunkstoned
9:15 am
"Theory is a wonderful thing to have"
"parameters the same throughout history"
h knot = the k-k-kurrent value
"-Trends in the last five light years"
scratchy throat plugged lungs aching head qo = knot = q knot"" current value
cosmologists trying to remember...
Mat is related? Independently... curvature tells the geometry appt. before
returning to sleep
slumber party on living rm. floor 2 dogs & 1 Liz
scale used to measure: density> 1, q <: 1/2 please stop coughing
scale altered to fit needs?
Density parameters mass per unit volume critical density Hubble parameter
Omega
"The real universe is complicated. curvature is strongly curved. deceleration
parameters illiterate of evolution of the universe"
"back in time things were different"
game of cosmology-smooth outall averages-reduced cosmological constant
Lambda speed oflight = 1
pounding head professors messy hair
cosmological principal-the universe is the same in all directions
"the # of people = the # of men + the # of women"
equations that relate the parameters cosmological goal = structure of the
universe
Theoretical experimental engineer the Einstein model only 1 parameter remains
to be measured
"Never aware of any turning"
can't stop coughing critical value--don't sneeze-phlem stuck
solutions to all equations
the universe is empty by whose standards?
plugged Euclidean nose
goddam fucking sinuses closed universe constant deceleration separation value
forever expanding exponential
rate
static models
"sprinkling of galaxies ... Nature is moving apart ... "
sitting on my cosmologicalcushion contemplating the expansion theory as an
explanation for the construction of
the universe
Alexei Starobinsky canker sores swollenlipsandtongue impatience borderline
case assuming that the expansion is
[26J
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sloooowwwing
spectral lines ...
Nebule ...
Essscape vellllocccityyy...
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after back sneez1ng
is good for
the eyes.
Kdvorak
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and this is the way it works:
it slowly arrives on time
in between the salt sea air
and mutton dawgs curling.
on post-industrial streets
afraid of the girl standing across the block.
The girl standing across the block
is wearing us down
wearing a blue and white sailor's suit
as she plays an or the accordion
w/ a serious face
not a straight
one covered by a book
w/ a capital A title who doesn't care
for a grade on her performance
on Saturday night cartoon stories
ad verbatim so as long as it stays
in a recognizable purple hour.

As long as it stays in a recognizable purple hour
there will be satin shirts bowling
in the smokey alley way of punch pins
and push-carts over the edge of
a supermarket in California's parking
lot heading straight down the hill
towards a jazz-less city streetthere is only a way to cope
desperate to realize there is no market
super in California's high rent
high rise life-style quickened by
deadpanhandlers laughing w/
under 32 teeth.
Under 32 teeth there is a gum
that is pink and wet and ready
to be in active voice.
Voice ends.
And shifts go back to the street
where the accordion girl sailor
whiskeys and plays before a purple sky
and lavender street backdropped
by orange lemon lights and red neon
bowling alley flashes through
a sepia film coating
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-its animation old fashion
thinking or grinning through
the accordion sings serious songs of "I want
this to be the best sex -off I've had
and louder than quik Dizzy's slew foot shriek"
before a I track 8 track audience
ready to jump to the left
and dance in the parking lot
of the coliseum.
The parking lot of the coliseum
has buses ready to go
and beer bottles rolling across the ground
playing ping pong
w/ tires and dancers who drive the wrong way
w/0 ever wondering why the phone
company doesn't install telephones
into our closets instead of kitchen walls
and living room walls
and the walls of the next door neighbors.
We eat and talk too much
in the kitchen instead of on the front lawn
so as to watch the girl 'cross
the block play her accordion
while wearing a blue and white sailor's
suit and a serious face.
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"We Could Be Happy Underground"
Scott Green
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Read on the T.V.
that the world had
become inhabitable again ...
Read that it
had vegetation and violence
profits and providence
and everything ...
Read that between the 1050 lines
there were more high definition words
pointing to a transcended core
buried deep under the surface of
the satellites transforming deep space
into an advertiser's dream
Read that the
periphery and the ephemeral
were the same but different
in the bible and that man
liked it that way, for whatever
reason ...
Read that nothing
likes company like
man and his bible, and prefers it
that way, for whatever reason ...
Read that Being and Nothingness
got married in a thoughtlessly soulful
gala event on the corner of
Everywhere and No Where and that
Fear and Anxiety were the ring bearers,
wish I could've made that oneAnd, that because I never got an invitation
meant I was to go
to make the toast
"To the two who seem destined to last,
marriage is a desperate, finite institution
waiting for fulfillment.
But the two of you knew that."
I've always liked to fuck with the bride and groom,
and unfortunately because
ephemeral and peripheral division
is inevitable, I bought the newlyweds
a matched set of bibles
[30J
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so they can understand
that it is not god that judges but Man,
at least on the surface,
and that sharing a last name
is as fruitless as
love in a vacuum
It's all relative anyway...
their incestuous blindness
belie their symbiotic needs
like the message that
it was all right to
return to the surface again,
to comfort man again,
for whatever reason ...

beyond/sense
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Etiquette

Julie Reid
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1.
The soup should be placed on the table first, the gentlemen so well dressed that
their dress should not be observed at all. The gentlemen should be for all
intense purposes naked, and only the pallbearers may forcibly remove the lady
monopolizing the piano. The gentlemen should always endeavor to seem
interested in the conversation of others without wringing off the wrist of the
person with whom he shakes hands, using his right hand so as to leave his left
hand free. Neither does he go into the house of his dead friend and attempt to
dance without a knowledge of dancing.

2.
It is not enough that a woman should be clever. Fencing throws open the chest
and may show off a lady's opal, but she should never laugh too loudly on
horseback or accept umbrella assistance from anyone who drinks his red wine
iced or stick her feet out into passageways so that people may fallon them.
Sable, mink, ermine and chinchilla are all luxury furs to be treated with respect
and worn on appropriate occasions only.

3.
Ladies will thank gentlemen who raise or lower windows, coldly but politely. A
gentleman so saluted never eats peanuts in public places or plays with his fingers
or uses his feet to applaud, except of course when he is bound by the laws of
social intercourse and possesses no other way to show his appreciation other
than blowing his nose as ifit were a trombone.
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Janie Warner
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things all
do have not
sense to make
words
sense are
whether
in them
exists
striven
meaning for
yet sense
made is
somehow
mway
the the
words
mean
themselves in
something
intangible
good they though
taste
matter
not does meaning
even sense
backward made
nohow
matter
hard tries
one
to not
desires
unconscious
to tend
override
self the
found and is
meaning.
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A Tango With Cows
" ... Perhaps we will drink a goblet of WINE [to]
the hEaltH of the pLants eLApsinG
oR
Better
we'll wiNd up
THE GRAMOPHo NE NOW... "

--Vasili Kamensky

[dear lackluster volition]
kathryn 1. pringle
II: II: II II: 11111:::::: I : : : : : : : : I::: I : : : : : I::: I: I II:: I : : : : : I:
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may 23, 2001
dear lackluster volition,
i am praying for yr seeming-well disguise to melt from
yr face in deliberate vocabulary. for this
reason [
], i am extending my metaphor to include
a chariot trailed by a transatlantic cargo boat and a vivid
pink dulcimer. they are yrs now-like a beach ball in the
center of a municipal park pool.
to stress the syllables holding us
together would weigh down the light exchange
between my brain cavity and yr pelvic bone. my intentions,
though seldom what they seem and seemingly insensitive
to yr high frequency, are clothed in gingham and measured
by a sliding scale of reluctance.
you, the recipient of my uncommon (and often apostrophized)
imaginings, must edit my sentiments in order that the
expression of them tears no small word.
this must be so, and as it must be so it is
so, and just.
(the you in this poem is you and queer it is, i know
you must agree, that you may indeed edit this
letter. accurately addressed to you.)
wherever i am i
hear chamber music
regard yr stanzas-

my desire is to fill the space
i cannot fill with yr absence

yrs
solitary ineptitude
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Mauna Loa

Michael S. K. N. Tsai
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Silence dry and cold, orange-red sky and black. Dry silence, 12,000
feet. This volcano and two--Tom and Vera-after the long night, at first light.
Shifting and turning. Cold and restless and not sleeping at first light.
Night like a fever dream. The long, starless night and the orange-red
morning. Ice crystal in the catchment. Vera at the outhouse, pained, sees first.
At the crest of the hill. Three approaching. Black on orange-red.
Vera: Yes, we saw him. Hiking alone. He was alone.
Tom: A damn fool-the summit!
Tom: Yes, of course ...
Vera: The kids ...
Tom: We'll help.
Tom working the filter. A dry-season ration. Hands cold-bruised
working a guilty silence.
A grid, instructions. Radios and volunteers. The hours. Steps retraced.
Cairn to cairn summitward, boots scraping pahoehoe, listen, like broken glass.
Boots kicking a'a, gnarled like cauliflower, like sea rock.
He has a name: Simon
Across the olivine desert: Simon!
Across the caldera-Mokuaweoweo, desolate, immense: Simon!
Cavernous Lua Poholo: Simon!
Vera, swollen hands, swollen face, not stopping. Tom not stopping. In
the cold, in the dry silence, unspoken: they were first to the cabin. Simon was
not first to the cabin.
Vera: He looked strange.
Tom: Yes. Sad.
-They: Do you think?
Vera: Not sad.
Tom: Just strange
1,200 feet. Simon!
1,300.
Simon.

I
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Navigation

Brandon Brown

My daddy called them blood skies, blood
orange sunsets, that slow descent,
orange waning into rot,
Dante. How he loved
patient unravelling. He never traveled
by plane, loved roads
which take forever to traverse. & strange arteries,
strangely nominated. Highway
no trains bemoil, rocks gleam. I try
& keep away from
grass, away from things that stink
of short lives
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The Wishing Pond

Jen Murphy
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We moved to a new motel today because Momma's got a new boy
friend. This motel has a pool. The boyfriend has tattoos, a motorcycle, and dirty
hands. Momma loaded up Sensamilla, our truck, with the same stuff we've
been carrying around for the last year. I dragged my Snoopy suitcase into the
motel room but I'm not gonna bother unpacking. This man doesn't look like a
keeper; at least that's what Momma said. Momma is very practical and she's
very good at predicting things. She's known every time to move on before the
cops came.
I wanna go out to look at the pool. Momma says there's too much to
do. She's busy setting up the scales and I'm supposed to be unpacking. I don't
see the reason to unpack but I don't say anything. It's smarter not to talk when
Momma's busy. Maybe exploring the room will be fun. The bathroom is
smaller than the last place but the bathtub works. That's a good thing. I can
take a bath. But then so can Momma. The last time she was under the water
for a long time. She would've drowned ifI hadn't found the plug. I wasn't big
enough to pull her out so she slept in the tub. But I'm a whole year older I'll
bet I could pull her out now. So the bathtub is a good thing.
"There's a needle under the bed."
"Don't touch it, honey, and put your things away," Momma is dis
tracted when the new boyfriend comes in.
"It's a shithole. Sorry," he looks for a long time at Momma bent over
the table. "Hey, short stuff, why don't you check out the pool?"
"She can't swim."
"So don't jump in, kid."
And then I'm out. The heat is rising from the potholed concrete
parking lot. There isn't any shade. I can hear the noises starting up in the
room. I hope he won't be staying in the bed with us like the last one. It's hard
to sleep with the bed moving and all those noises. The sunlight is hitting the
broken pieces of glass scattered across the pavement. It's all sparkly like dia
monds.
1 am a fairy princess. A field of diamonds surrounds my pink and bl ue
stucco castle. Looking at the field hurts my eyes but at the far end of the field is
the wishing pond. I walk carefully across the field, heel first. Walking barefoot
through a field of diamonds should always be done carefully. The foot should
rest lightly atop the diamonds; otherwise they'll cut your feet to shreds.
Momma really doesn't like pulling the bits out of my feet either. She says even
princesses need to wear shoes.
The wishing pond is smaller than it looked. There are leaves all over
the bottom and a dead bird floating in the deep end. My feet are starting to
burn; I shouldn't have put my castle in Texas. I sit on the log that juts out over
the wishing pond and dip my feet in to make my wish.
"I wish for Daddy to come and rescue me. 1 wish for Daddy to come
and rescue me. I wish for Daddy to come and rescue me."
"Rescue you?!" Momma laughs. "Daddy can't even be bothered to
send us money! He's not coming for you."
"That's not truel!" I scream.
I can't believe I did that. My hands fly up to my mouth and the sun
hurts my too wide eyes. Momma's mouth gets all tight and her fists clench. I
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smell it now. The Wild Turkey seeps out of her skin and I know before it
happens. I guess Momma's not the only predictor in the family. Her fist hits my
cheek and then the sun really hurts my eyes.
"Please Momma ... "
"Shut up! You ungrateful little bitch! Don't you ever talk back to me!"
I didn't see that last punch coming. The water is cool though. The sun
isn't hurting my eyes, now it's the chlorine. I can hear Momma yelling as I
settle among the leaves. Looking up I can see Momma and her new boyfriend
standing at the edge of the pool. They look so far away from down here.
"Can she swim?"
"She'll figure it out."
"What?! Are you crazy, Sherry?!"
"If she wants tb swim, she'll learn right now."
"She's just sitting on the bottom!"
"She's stubborn. I'm not falling for it, honey!! You swim!! Right
now!!"
The pool water is so cool. My face doesn't hurt anymore. My feet
don't hurt either. Maybe this.lli a wishing pond. Maybe this is how Daddy is
rescuing me. Maybe the dead bird was a sign. Maybe dead is better. Dead
means no more moving, no more boyfriends, no more cleaning up Momma's
messes, no more nightmares, and no more hitting. The chlorine doesn't hurt
anymore and Momma is getting further away.
"She's gonna die, Sherry!"
"~o she won't. That kid has a survival instinct. Don't you help her!
She's gotta learn to take care of herselfl"
"She's six years old! Fuck this bullshit."
The boyfriend pulls me out and I throw up lots of water. He won't last
long. He didn't do what Momma wanted and those kind never last. But his
hands are soft when they stroke my back and I wish he would last.
"She could've died."
"She would have swum," Momma snarls and I know I was right, he'll
be gone soon.
"I'm c-c-cold," I try to stop shaking by thinking warm thoughts so
Momma won't notice me but she does.
"Oh my poor baby," Momma holds out her arms and I fall into them,
crying. She picks me up and I wrap around her with arms and legs. My head
rests on her shoulder. I watch the dead bird floating in the pool as she carries
me away. Lucky bird. It got its wish.
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Magdalena

Aimee Messer
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Maggie,
with your hobo stick,
climb over last night
last year
a sad fuck
a slither through the brambles
a splash in the tar
a splinter with no
salvation.
Maggie,
bring your everything
pack your bags it's time to
leave
the village offering you nothing
and you want it to be cold again
and you want to be in the labyrinth again
and you don't want anymore sad fucking.
It's time to seek your fortune,
to bleed your feet
onto the wounds of the west,
the cities festering,
freezing hearts
and trapping them
in the steaming manholes and the bars.
Maggie, bring your jars.
I know what is in them,
and it's all yours to spill
in the slums of sorrow
in the sticky seconds,
the whiskey seconds,
spent under sheets.
This you shall spill.
Go while your skin can carry you still.
You're a sailor now so I need you.
Walk the west
like a holy whore.
Your prayers are wrapped
in ruby lace.
Your broke-down beauty
stings my face.
You're a dancer now so I need you.
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Magdalena
Bring your everything.
I know for sure it's time
to leave.
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will lick tlle gap of your
inner ear, one time
And one time only.
I

Andrea Rexilius
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Lime and lurid lingerie,
Oh how you row your boat into my sea of soup
Float there
Invent there
Flounce and jostle.

I am your sweet Mary Sunshine
Your house on the hill
Your white picket fence, Your gearshift
Your promenade.

Can we dance together in the shade of your skin?
I breathe heavily against
The big bones of your four-cornered art-deco manuscript
of flesh.

Only, sing to me in Russian
My darling.
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Lo que . . dio y

qui~o

1a vida, Lorena Solis.

Intaglio

The Conduct of the
Clergyman

Dan Pope
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John Lester Gregory, ordained minister of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and
a graduate of Drew Theological Seminary with the degrees of Bachelor of
Divinity and Doctor of Theology, drives a Ford automobile outside his parish, a
messenger in fields of the Lord - Pennsylvania, to be exact, above Harrisburg,
tending toward the west. He's lost his way. Wheatfields, grassfields, cornfields,
row upon row. It all looks the same. The map doesn't help, not without a
landmark or roadsign. There are barns, cows, a dog running full tilt through
the tall grass, cutting a path. A lovely sight, worthy of sermon. But his mind is
elsewhere.
Earlier he'd stopped at a country diner. Pennsylvania Dutch, good
hearty fare. A stout, red-faced woman served him pancakes and sausage, sliding
the plate in front of him with a wink. Extra bacon, he ordered. Extra butter.
More syrup! He was a man with an appetite, a man like any other. He could be
a farmer, a teacher, a seller of dry goods.
"I am a doctor," he told her.
"You are, are ya? Well I got this swelling maybe you can help me with."
This is the way women behave. They are amuck, damp between the
thighs, billy goat ready. Into the fields they go, raising their skirts. Here's
where it hurts, Doctor.
He's hidden in his plain clothes, free of the collar. A pair of brown
pants and a white shirt. No one knows who I am, he thinks. No eye shall see
me.
He has a list of patients. He has a card from the Girard Artificial Limb
Company. He has a road map.
He left the Harrisburg Pike some twenty miles back, onto the winding
road through the fields. The area of the map is undefined, a few criss-crossing
lines, blank space. The fields are empty, resplendent in light.
Ignorance knows these barns, these simple houses. Most lack electric
ity, lack bathrooms. They are lucky to have a radio. The night grows long.
Fathers fall upon daughters, cousin upon cousin, boys upon dumb animals.
Their need is too great. They sow wickedness, reap the same.
The name on the paper is Marie A. Harkins, a married woman, twenty
eight years of age. She lives with her father, mother, and sister. One of her legs
was amputated. She wears an artificial leg manufactured by the Girard Artificial
Limb Company. She lives on Green Street.
Poor soul, one-legged Marie. Each morning she hops to the sink,
washes her face, looks at her face in the mirror. Where is your husband, dear?
Gone away? Grown tired of your clamorous gait?
A weatherbeaten fencepost stands at an empty crossroads.
He slows the Ford.
It is a hot midsummer day. The sun is high and glaring. He squints to
make out the letters. An unseen hand has guided him.
Green Street.
A mule stands in the sun, moving its tail, head down, munching brown
earth. Beside the barn lies an ancient sleigh, a throne of rust, grass grown over.
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He parks the Ford and walks the stone path.
The father comes to the door.
He presents the card. "I am Doctor Gregory of the Girard Artificial
Limb Company. I come to see Mrs. Harkins."
The man shows him into the dining room and leaves him. The shades
are half-drawn, shafts of yellow light cutting the rug, the table.
"Marie. There's a doctor to see ye."
"A what?"
"A doctor, girL Git down."
"I'm not expecting anyone."
"He asked forye by name."
The mother appears in the doorway, clutching her apron.
"Madame," he says.
Her voice from the second floor: "Tell him he has to wait."
The mother makes a gesture.
"That's perfectly fine, Madame. I will wait." His voice is slow and
confident, music from the pulpit.
The screen door opens and shuts. The father passes outside the win
dow, moving toward the barn. Houseslippers scratch the floorboards. Muffled
voices in the hallway. Her descent, some minutes later, is raucous, the sound of
a machine with a missing bolt.
He remains standing, dissected by the light, a furor in his heart.
Why is light given to a man whose way is hid?

John Lester Gregory, husband of Dorothy Louise Gregory, father to a boy
known as John Robert Gregory, knows many duties within his parish of Phila
delphia, Pennsylvania. There are weddings, funerals, sick visits. He counsels
wives and husbands. He writes sermons and eulogies. In the street he is
greeted, engaged in discussion. He has been interested for a considerable
period in welfare work. He takes out the Ford whenever time allows, sometimes
as far as Baltimore. He is gone for the entire day.
"Welfare work," he tells his wife vaguely. Or: "Tending to the unfortu
nate."
"Why must you travel so far?"
"The poor are everywhere," he reminds her.
Country poor are different from city poor. Country poor expect
nothing. They trust only themselves, their neighbors. They work until dark,
sleep a dreamless sleep. They disbelieve the helping hand, for nothing comes
without toiL
They stand in the doorway, regarding him with suspicion, wearing
identical expressions. The mother, the sister, and Marie A. Harkins.
She is a tall, square woman with heavy breast, who looks older than her
twenty-eight years. Her hair is flat and long, a dull brown. One side of her face
is flushed. She has been lying down, her cheek against a cushion.
"I am Doctor Gregory of the Girard Artificial Limb Company. 1 have
come to look at the limb and see how you are getting along."
She approaches in her jerky manner and sits. He moves a chair away
from the table and arranges it so that he is facing her. His desire is furious,
beyond logic. The mother and sister watch from the doorway.
"Are you satisfied with the limb?"
"I am satisfied, yes."
beyond/sense
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"May I see it? Would you remove your dress?"
She hesitates, opening her mouth without speaking.
He says, "You don't have to be ashamed. I am a doctor."
"Doctor, 1 have a one piece dress on, and-" and she starts to unbut
ton the dress in the front.
"No. Remove the dress. I would like to see the limb."
She does as he instructs, stripping to her undergarments.
"I would like to see how the knee works. Lift your slip and walk,
please. Walk around the dining room. Walk up and down. Walk back and
forth in front of the window. Walk-"

Then when I took offthe dress, he askedme would I lift my slip and walk
up anddown the room to see how it worked- to see how the knee worked, and I
did. Then I was going to sit down andhe askedme how the beltfitted me, that
went aroundmy waist. Then hepulleddown my step-ins about three inches, past
the hip. Then when I put my handover thefront ofme, he said I didn't needto be
embarrassed that he was a doctor. Then he askedme to remove the limb. Then he
felt all aroundthe stump ofmy leg andhe said I was quiteflabby but in time that
would all disappear.
His hands are moist; his breath becomes phlegmatic.
"You are flabby. Quite flabby. You see the stub? It is flabby. Very
flabby.... "
He repeats the word, drowning her voice, her testimony. He massages
the stump, eyes glazed. He has been instrumental in procuring artificial limbs
in several cases for young people who could not otherwise afford them. Wit
nesses will testify to this fact. Officials of the Girard Artificial Limb Company
know him by name. They will come forward, if asked.
It is plausible. He tells himself so to overcome the dissent, the roaring
protest.

When I went in the kitchen toput on the limb, he said, ''Just a minute";
and I sat down and we were talking and he toldme about two youngladies who
were hit by a machine, who hadtheir limbs cut offlast winter, and I said, ''Did
you operate on the girls.?" andhe didn't answer me and I said, ''Doctor, I had better
put the limb on, or it will swell and I cannotget it on." When I took it off, I didn't
have to remove my underwear, but when I put it on, I had to removepart ofthe
step-ins. I said I wouldput it on in the kitchen andhe said, "That is allright, I
will carry the leg out in the kitchen,"which he did Then afterwards he came in
andsat down again, while I put the leg on.
"Doctor, where is your office?"
The mother's voice startles him, as if waking from a dream. It is the
first time she has spoken. He had imagined her mute, an owl in the doorway, a
painted bird, lifelike, expressionless. He consults his timepiece. An hour and a
halfhas passed inside the house.
"Doctor? Did you operate on those two girls? Where is your office,
Doctor?"
He gets to his feet. "My office is up the state, Madame."
It takes a great effort to walk to the doorway, his knees nearly giving
way.
"I shall return to check your progress in two weeks," he says, and walks
out into a blaring sun.
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John Lester Gregory, trustee on the board of the State Hospital for Crippled
Children, stops the Ford at an Esso station on the Harrisburg Pike. While the
automobile is gassed, he goes inside the shack and wets his handkerchief and
cleans himself.

Afterhe went away I calledthe limb company up and I askedthem,
"Where do you know Doctor Gregoryfrom?" They said, ''Doctor Gregoryjust
walkedin anddidn'tpresent any credentials-"
There is a slab of tin nailed above the sink, which shows a murky version
of his face, features misshapen, a funhouse joke. It seems to him some kind of
true reflection, his hidden self. A wrinkled man, narrow-faced, eyeless.
The attendant waits by the Ford. "Dollar fifty," the man says, speaking
in a Pennsylvania Dutch accent, nearly incomprehensible.
He takes out his wallet and finds a two-dollar bill. The attendant eyes
him closely.
"What's your business?"
"1 am Doctor Gregory of the Girard Artificial Limb Company."
"1 made you for a clergyman."
"Indeed."
"Yessir."
He will not deny it, as Peter denied Christ. There are limits. He has
not gone so far.
"I am a doctor," he repeats.
"Coming from the Harkins place, are ye?"
"Why, yes 1 am."
"Damn fool girl. Know how she did it, don't ye?"
"An accident," he says vaguely.
"Shooting at rabbits with her daddy's shotgun. Nearly bled dry fore
they got her to Doc Parker. The husband cleared out couple months follow.
Not heard from him since. A whiskeyman."
He steps into the Ford, feeling weak. The hue of late afternoon is on
the windshield, an orange blush. It reflects on the attendant's face, canceling his
features. All he can see is the hue, the voice sounding therefrom.
"A whiskeyman from the Welsh mountains. Man born into trouble as
the sparks fly upward. A man waiting on the sword."
"1 never met him," he says.
"Haven't ye? I thought you might know him, being his wife's doctor."
"This was my first consultation."
"Just as well. A man like that, better not to know. The snare is laid for
him in the ground and a trap for him in the way. Just a matter of time fore he
falls. "
The attendant continues speaking but he can no longer understand the
words, the accent is too strong, a jumble of tongues. The light coming from the
attendant's face is torrential, a blazing shield. He cannot look upon him without
pain, without covering his eyes; he cannot tolerate the glare.
He steps on the starter and fumbles with the choke, the voice still
issuing. In the rear-view mirror, he watches the attendant recede, a tall figure in
overalls standing by the pumps, casting a far shadow.
Some hours later the road leads him onto the new bridge over the
Susquehanna River, forty-eight massive stone arches. He slows, watching the
water flow beneath, washing downstream like shame. He rouses from a kind of
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stupor. Only his hands had been working, turning the wheel, tingling with the
resonance of flesh, her knotty stump, leathery with scar tissue.
He welcomes his disgrace.
Their testimonies are deafening. Some nights he wakes terrified,
unable to move. John Lester Gregory, ordainedminister, husband,father, trustee,

etc., returnedto the Harkins residence where he was detained untilpolice officers
were summonedand the doctor was arrested. One ofthe officers testified that
Doctor Gregory referred to allpersons with artiftciallimbs as "my patients." In
his dream he stands unclothed before the vengeful parishioners, head bowed. I
confess I took liberties in exposing her hody helow the hipsplacedhands on her
thigh pulleddown her step-ins over her hips. His own punishment, his squalid
denunciation, will not be sufficient. It will fall upon his wife; let her grind onto
another, let others bow down upon her. It will fall upon his son, his unborn
issue, innocent ones.
Nothing can make me return, he vows.
The highway takes him through Amish country in the last light, in the
oncoming dusk. Here live people of strange belief. Bearded men in plain black
suits, riding horsedrawn buggies. They stare ahead, unturrung, un
blinking. They want no engagement. They stay to their fields, to their
homes. By candlelight, they chastise the young, who must learn the
true way. They suffer in-breeding, he has been told. Cloven feet,
withered arms, stumps, stubs.
Horrors, the price of faith.
Deliver me in thy righteousness, he begs.
Deliver me, 0 my God, out of the hand of the wicked.
His face is foul with weeping.
Nothing can make him return.
He shall flyaway as a dream, and shall not be found.
Though wickedness be sweet in his mouth, though he hide it
under his tongue.
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HaDDequia OUt, Stephanie Wheeler.

A Pocket Full Of White

Rachel Luppens
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The walls stood a perfect podium. White like a sanitarium, she'd have
chosen nothing less. She waited on the much-lived chaise watching the curtain
blow toward her from the open window. In the barren room, she claimed the
hour without competition, that is, with the exception of the bed. The iron
canopy waited too, with its own agenda. The room kept tucked away from the
livable, without the bad taste of swallowing the cheap but convenient comfort
of things. Inanition promised something not bartered; absence doted as the
gracious audience. She never-minded the silence.
Transparent people pass in the hallway wearing nightgowns in the afternoon.
She held her ears in case they clapped. If only applause was the cause ofdeaf
but silence, the contemporary plague, handicaps most. Too many white walls
rattle a phobia of recognizing the self. Walls are vandalized and rooms divided
with artificial impressions; any ornament will do, just as long as it places
something in the place of nothing and buries those unaccountable absences.
Faded reminders clutter and trip her passers by. Cheap distractions pacifY the
disturbance of being. With passive obedience, senseless objects arrest attention
until every outcome of thought and feeling is as inanimate as their tired trophies
and pretty portraits hung with unknown identities. They have become ghosts
that dreary dwell without warranted cause. They just blot the blanks and rest
easy upon beds arranged like everything else. They lye down with their pockets
full of the exact amount of rehearsed lines needed. Their pockets rot.
The iron canopy glared at her from the middle of the room. She laid quiet
and seduced in her own vacant jurisdiction. The curtains blew unguarded from
the window. She grew tired staring at the black iron; she grew weary of waiting
for something when nothing came. She turned to her side, but nothing jingles
from a pocket full of white. She fell asleep with her own face and rested on the
iron bed bolted to the floor. And the curtain just blew, white like a sanitarium.
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Burney Falls

Nathan Singer
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A dean concrete parking lot
shadowed by gleaming
waxed sport utility vehicles.
Squirrels confidently approach
waiting to be fed.
A Japanese family
wearing matching Bermuda shorts
photograph each other.
The vines
creep fearlessly
down the sheer
slick rock face.
Each drop of water
follows a different path
than the one before,
vanishing in the blue
whi te froth;
becoming it.
I sit on a rock
worn smooth
by many who
sat here before me,
dampened by mist
sprayed from boulders
at the base of the falls.
They were also left
speechless
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The Mark that Jimmy Gave Me
Ben Williams
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Jimmy was a high flyer. He always told me that. Jimmy said he was a
high arcing rainbow. Jimmy said he was a setting sun. I always thought Jimmy
was a raindrop on a hot day. Turned out Jimmy was a waterfall. Jimmy was great
at foreshadowing (he taught me that word) now that it's the aftermath (he
taught me that one tOO) and all. Jimmy said lots of stuff that seemed so crazy,
but Jimmy was the sane one. He told me that too.
"You hurt me, Jimmy." Embarrassed tears tumble over my puffY
cheeks. Jimmy says I am overfed.
"Carl, you've got to be different than them." Jimmy always means what
he says. That's why I never turn my back on him.
"Different than who?" 1 sob, gathering breaths and sniffles.
"Everybody." Jimmy pauses for a moment. "Who do you want to be
when you're dead and bloated, Carl?"
"I'll try to eat less, Jimmy."
"Not what I meant, Carl."
"Oh."
"Who do you want to be when you die?"
"Not (sniffle)... bleeding." Blood still wells from my shoulder, slower
now than before. The wound is still fresh. The warm winds soothe me a bit,
though my shoulder still throbs with my heartbeat.
"That's a what. I said who." I don't like it when Jimmy raises his voice
with me. I am afraid.
"I don't get it. I don't want to die."
"Come on, Carl. Jimmy's voice is calm and pleading. "All these folks
around here, they don't care about you. You've got to be someone else, Carl.
You've got to keep changing. You've got to keep changing color. A little pain
today, but we're changed, Carl. We're chameleons, not zombies like them." 1
don't know who "they" are, and Jimmy is sounding a bit crazy. "And when you
go back to school on Monday and you show everyone the mark I gave you
and show it proud, Carl-then no one is gonna mess with you." No one picks
on me anymore, anyway, but there is no reason to contradict Jimmy. The bullies
don't leave me alone because Jimmy is three years older than I am; they leave
me alone because it's Jimmy. All the kids say he's a psycho. Jimmy is the sane
one.
He would be in the eighth grade were he enrolled-Jimmy says that
you learn through application (Jimmy says he's self-taught)-but Jimmy's
parents won't fight him anymore. Jimmy says life is a long day, and you can't
waste away all your peak hours in a classroom. Jimmy says 1 am brainwashed.
He says that all the time.
"I mean ... damn, Carl. Don't you sec it?" Jimmy's ranting again. "Your
friends, your parents, they could give a damn if you washed up on the riverbank
tomorrow. They'd just go on with their zombie lives." 1 don't think Jimmy has
ever loved anybody. I'm the closest thing to love for him. Jimmy says love is
man-made. I feel sorry for Jimmy. Maybe that's why he likes me so much.
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"You're scaring me, Jimmy."
"Actually, I'm scarring you," Jimmy speaks through laughter, putting
on a smile. His tone is relieving, despite the bloody hunting knife he still grips
tightly. Carelessly, he wipes the drying blood onto his clean clothes, the same
ones he wears every other day: an army green tank top and faded black jean
shorts. Jimmy says that we are at war with conformity. I always picture Jimmy
having like 20 pairs of the same clothes in his closet, like Batman or something.
Not that I've ever been in Jimmy's closet, though. Not that I've ever been in
Jimmy's house.
I cough, sneeze, cough, sneeze, and cough some more as dust sneaks
up and into my nostrils and lungs.
"Let's go, Jimmy. I can't breathe in here." I don't know what it is in
this tool shed that gets Jimmy so excited, but this always ends up as the starting
point to our adventures. Today seems like any other day. Jimmy never cut me
before, but it didn't surprise me that he had. At least he'd cut himself too. I can
almost see myself as a chameleon. It's kind of cool, I guess.
Jimmy grabs his crammed-full backpack-he never wears it, always
drags it on the trail-and gets up. Jimmy once told me that he does it to alert
the wild animals that we were coming. I told him that the forest around here
isn't the type that has wild animals. Jimmy said that people are wild animals.
Jimmy still says that. Jimmy means everything he says.
I hide away my freshly-shaved-Jimmy said it was a good idea
strawberry-blond hair under my bright orange Severn's Trucking little league
baseball cap and get ready to face the outside afternoon. Jimmy says I should
wear the cap everywhere 'cause it makes me stick out like a sore thumb, and
people pay attention to sore thumbs. He said people don't pay any attention to
dying animas. I don't think dying animals should live in misery. I don't think
Jimmy gets along very well with his mom and dad.
Jimmy won't talk about that.
"We're going to Elm." That was good enough for me. Elm is the name
we gave the forested area over near the highway ('cause of the trees). The river
there is too fast and deep to swim in, so Jimmy and me would go to the side of
the highway bridge with handfuls of rocks and toss them over to see whose
made the biggest kerplunk in the water before disappearing in the current.
Somehow I've always managed to beat Jimmy before today. I guess he's due.
The more we sweat, the less we talk. It has to be about a two-mile hike
through the woods, and I can feel my face starting to burn under the one
o'clock sun. The sweat probably makes it worse too. Jimmy doesn't really seem
to notice. He is too busy hacking up the trail with a rusty old machete he
must've stolen out of my tool shed; Jimmy never lets us take the beaten down
path. He used to always say something about a road less traveled by. I can't
remember. Jimmy is funny like that.
By the time we reach the grove ofelm trees, I am scratched all over
from walking through and over bramble, and my white shirt and yellow khaki
shorts are dirt-streaked. I am still a bright sunspot, though. Jimmy is still a
shadow. I bend over and try to catch my breath while Jimmy looks around the
elm circle. There is unity. I think Jimmy is jealous. The elms overlap; they look
like friends holding hands. They look happy. This is my favorite spot.
Near the center of the circle, all on its lonesome, is a weeping willow
tree. This tree has been a loyal friend to us over the past couple ofyears. Jimmy
and I have been coming here. Its arms scoop over its head as ifit is going to
dive down into the ground. Its fingers rest on the loose grass, but the willow
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has never had the courage to take the plunge. So it stays here.
Jimmy walks over to the willow and disappears though its low-hanging
arms blocking out the sun. Jimmy thinks he's invisible. I can see him.
It's hot outside. I seek shelter.
I'm temporarily blinded by the clump of willow tentacles as I push my
way through, trying to find Jimmy. It's darker in here, and I like it. I feel my
face starting to cool as somehow the wind slips into our hideaway. Jimmy is
busy, so I quietly sit down beside him against the base of the tree. Jimmy
continues to work. I watch his eyes. They look very intense. It can't just be
what he is doing, could it? But maybe two banana & honey sandwiches require
that type of intensity to taste as good as Jimmy makes them. Jimmy says that
they taste better when they're made in here. I never question his reasons. I just
eat.
"Miss-yuh, un sand -weech." Jimmy always says this when he gives me
my sandwich. I think it makes him feel like a chef. One time I was joking
around and I told him that he was the best banana cutter in the whole wide
world, and he says with a straight face, graciously, "thank you". It really made
his day. That's Jimmy. He's kind of sensitive, I think; too fragile for this life.
"Mare-see." He doesn't get why I answer in French. I don't even
spread the honey. "Mmm," I mumble with my mouth full after taking in my
first bite. I know Jimmy likes to feel appreciated, and it only costs a few m's'.
Jimmy smiles.
After we finish our sandwiches and drink some water from his jug,
Jimmy takes out another banana and starts eating it. I give him the same
expression as always-rolling my eyes back while shaking my head and smirk
ing-and he gives me in return the same expression as always-a closed mouth
and a single puff of air through his nose with this look in his eyes like, "How
many times do I have to tell you that bananas are the perfect food?" Jimmy and
me have lots of different "same expression for always"'s for different situations.
I guess that's one of the benefits of being such good friends. We know what the
other is thinking or feeling just by looking at him.
Jimmy seems to have something heavy on his mind. Every time we stop
talking, his eyes get a lot more focused. The only time I get that focused, I
think, is when I'm reading Ranger Rick, the best magazine ever. But that's
Ranger Rick. I don't understand why Jimmy seems so far away today. Oh well.
Jimmy doesn't understand why I read Ranger Rick either. I guess we're even
then.
"Let's go to the bridge," Jimmy blurts out, silencing the silence. He
tosses the banana peel on the ground near the tree's roots. Jimmy told me once
that it's an offering to the tree for letting us relax here. Jimmy says that leaving
the banana there is natural recycling. He says that everything gets recycled,
whether you like it or not, and that you should face it and maybe even help it
along.
When I listen really hard I can hear the quiet, welcoming song of the
river. I think Jimmy hears it too. He could hear it before me, I'm sure. Maybe
he's been hearing it all along. Jimmy's mother went into labor with him when
she was wading in a calmer part of the river. Jimmy calls the river his place of
origin, whatever that means. Maybe I should ask Jimmy to explain himself
more.
We walk for about ten minutes or so until we hit the main road out by
the bridge. My legs are sore from walking uphill to get here, but I breathe soft
now as the day begins to coo!.
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"You okay, Carl?" Jimmy knows I'm okay. This is just his way of
reminding me that I need to hike around more and play video games less. I
haven't said anything to him, but Jimmy knows I'm sore. I don't slouch unless
I'm feeling beat. I decide not to answer. He doesn't wait for me. "Carl, I have a
surprise today." His voice sounds different, like his mood is changing, for the
better if anything. His eyes seem less focused. He seems content.
"What is the surprise, Jimmy?" Jimmy has never announced one of his
surprises before. Like when he cut me today, all he said was "Give me your
arm."
"I'm going to bungee jump."
"You're crazy." I'm starting to believe what I'm saying. "It's like 50 or
60 feet from the bridge to the water."
"Well, you're not the one jumping. And don't worry about me. I know
exactly what I am doing. The distance is necessary, Carl, to promote change."
"Whatever you say, Jimmy." I don't even know what to say. Jimmy is a
risk-taker and all, but I never thought he'd want to do this. I guess there are
some things I still don't understand about Jimmy. "Jimmy... " but I don't know
what else to say; I've run out of words.
"The rope's already up at the bridge, CarL I went last night and
brought it out here. I wanted to surprise you. I wanted you to be the only one
here with me to witness. How's that sound, Carl?"
"Sounds good, Jimmy." I like how Jimmy always makes me feel
involved. I think I help him feel less alone. I think there is still a lot of empty
space in Jimmy. He is incomplete.
We reach the bridge and Jimmy runs off the road a bit into some
thorny-looking bushes. From somewhere within, he draws out one end of the
rope and starts pulling. He pulls and pulls and pulls and eventually there is
another end to the rope. It's got to be 40 feet long or so. What the?
"It's just plain rope, Jimmy. Don't you need some different rope? I
thought you needed different rope." I sound a bit frantic.
"No. This'll get the job done. Carl, you're my best friend." I wasn't
expecting that. I recover.
"You're my best friend too, Jimmy." The comment settles.
Next thing I know I'm watching Jimmy tie the rope around a post. His
fingers calmly follow the motions of a boy tying a big shoe: I admire the bow he
makes. He glances at it a moment with a blank expression on his face and starts
walking further down. I notice that the bow has no knot. Jimmy looks at me
shyly but in high spirits. I acknowledge. This is Jimmy. I realize that waterfalls
need rivers. I need Jimmy, but I can't let him lose his color. What type of
chameleon would that be? I leave the rope as it is. I've learned a lot from Jimmy
in this day.
Jimmy jumped. Jimmy was a high flyer. Jimmy was a high arcing
rainbow. Jimmy was a setting sun. Jimmy was a diving, weeping waterfall, arms
curving over, aimed toward his place of origin end. Jimmy was a raindrop falling
back into a cloud. It had been a long day. It had been Jimmy's long day. I didn't
jump in after him.
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Exquisite Audience
(composed at North Light Books, during the zaum reading on
September 24, 2001, by several members of the audience)
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Silly girls must never break the glass swings on which they play; their brown
shoes are completely unimportant.
Emily said- "Ifyr nerve fails you-go above yr nerve."
And she tipped her tea into the spiderweb
at the edge of his left eyebrow.
But failing all of that, the spiderweb is never
enough to keep you here,
or else my tambourine will just rattle
to the sound of ears falling to the ground
and my voice box will remain hinged to unsteady arms forever. Hinged in three
places to the forearm like any average screen door.
A frayed hole, chewed through by the stupid cat, nothing
is left of me, nothing. But traces of crumbs.
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Ivan, Natasha and Bartholomew
Sara Catalina Dorame
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The next night it happened, not on opening night like people say. I
think some people believe it makes for a more interesting story to say that it
happened on opening night, but that's just not true.
I was a young boy back then. My older brother, Donny, was in charge
of me that evening. Mother had given us permission and enough money to eat
the worst junk food and to see a few of the best sideshows. Donny wanted to
see the "Bearded Lady". I said he was obsessed, because her beard was better
then his. That made him laugh and muss up my hair. He knew I hated that.
I wanted to see "The Glorious Grizzly Duo". The renowned trainer,
Ivan, was from Moscow. He'd owned the bears, Natasha and Bartholomew, for
seven years. Ivan had one incredible act; they were highly praised wherever they
performed. Natasha and Bartholomew could tango, waltz, and swing.
I was thrilled as we followed the crowd towards the towering tents. The
huge encampment had appeared from out of nowhere when the carnival came
to town. I needed to see the amazing bears first. Donny's hairy lady could wait.
What luck, we had front row seats! We sat on wooden benches placed
around the cage circling the bears' stage. I noticed a black leather crop leaning
inside the metal pen, near the door where Ivan, Natasha and Bartholomew
would enter.
The band marched down the aisle between the wooden benches and sat
to the right of the cage. They played a popular swing song. We went wild,
clapping our hands and stamping our feet on the dusty ground beneath us.
From the corner of my eye I'd caught Donny staring at me. I turned and smiled
at him, he smiled back. He mussed up my hair. That time I didn't care.
The tent went dark. A spotlight fixed upon the door as a quiet drum
roll grew louder. The door flew open and Natasha, wearing a pink bow, walked
upright onto the stage. Bartholomew, wearing a blue tie, followed her. Then
Ivan rushed out and bowed. He grabbed the leather crop and shouted
instructions to the band and the bears. The band began a tango. Natasha
ignored Bartholomew. She merely stared at the drummer. Bartholomew
grabbed Ivan and began to waltz. Ivan angrily pulled away and whipped him
twice. Bartholomew knocked Ivan's head clear offof his body with one quick
swoop of his enormous paw. What was left ofIvan flopped to the floor.
Natasha held Ivan's head, which had rolled over to her, between her
paws and groaned, as ifin agony. Ivan's eyes were open. I saw them- staring at
nothing. Bartholomew picked up Ivan's body. He cradled it in his arms and
began to waltz around the stage. Women screamed and children cried. We
realized what we'd seen. Donny swore and covered my face. He rocked me
against his body. A carnie shot both Natasha and Bartholomew dead.
I suppose the damn bear only wanted to waltz, waltz with someone
new that is.
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"Spring, spring!
How funny the little camel was! He prepared diligently
for his exams, and then flunked out because of shyness
and eccentricity. And at dawn, instead of poking his nose
in his pillow, he wrote poems on the sly."

-ElenaGuro

sunday with blue: sick with
recklessness.
Joshua

Mohr

::::::::::::!:!!! ! I!! II!!!!!!!!:::!!!!!!; I; I;; I;! ! I;!!!!! IIII! I

Erin and I are at brunch, talking arrogantly about terminal diseases.
You can do that when you don't have any. I'm talking a tad more miserably
than usual; I'm mad because the smoked salmon in my omelet tastes like a
campfire.
Erin says, "Why do you have to say it like that? It isn't like Dean has to
die because he's HIV positive. They even took him off his meds. Look at
Magic Johnson."
"'A millionaire sports icon is probably not the universal barometer. I
ordered this with fruit, not house potatoes," I say, throwing my fork down onto
my omelet, disgusted.
"Everyone is going to die though."
"Don't you think he's dying a little faster?" I ask.
"No, not really. You're a smoker."
"Just a social one."
I'm a secretary at an ad agency, and I answer the phones ofcelebrities. They're
really important; their asses smell like cappuccinos. I have to get to the office
an hour before everyone else to brew the coffee and distribute faxes. Some
times I brew the regular coffee in the decaf container because I love to watch
celebrities sweat. Other days, I don't make any caffeine at all, and they walk
around sleepy and docile like cows.
Every Tuesday, before anyone is in the office yet, I go into the bath
room and violently floss my teeth; I only do this once a week so my gums
always bleed. Then I brush them and spit the pink paste into the toilet. It
bubbles and thrashes like it has an opinion.
Today, a phone solicitor, Guy, from the Natural Resources Defense
Council called to warn me about another rolling ecological travesty. "Do you
know about the struggle between conservation and development going on in
the Jack Morrow Hills?" He asked. Guy sounded computer-generated.
"Who's Jack Morrow again?"
"The desert. He's got natural gas in him. The new President wants to
mine and drill Mr. Morrow. We've got to do something about it."
"What did Gassy Jack ever do to the President?" I asked.
"It's extortion. The President says we can't run on coal forever."
"Extorting a desert? What's next!"
Felisha and I went out for a drink last Thursday. I asked her out the day before,
but she had German class. I say, "Speak a little German to me, meine fraulein."
"Ich heisse Felisha. Es tut mir leid."
"So what does it mean?"
"They mean 'my name is Felisha' and 'I'm sorry.' My teacher says
they're the most important things to learn how to say."
We're both drinking black russians so I asked, "Have you ever seen
one, a Black Russian?"
"No, but I've never been there. Too many communists still."
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"What's wrong with communists?"
"They can't think for themselves. They let Karl Marx do all the
talking."
1 asked Felisha out because 1 wanted to have sex with her. She's got
green eyes and her head is shaved smooth and jet; she could be an Egyptian
painting.
"I've never slept with a white boy before."
"White hot," 1 say, selling myself. "When something is white hot, it's
the hottest it can possi bly be."
"I'll take your word for it. Did you know that my people once ruled a
great empire between Egypt and Ethiopia? I've got a pussy like a pastrami
sandwich."
"I love pastrami."
Back at the office, 1 send an email to the entire agency about Gassy Jack. The
whole world needs to know what's being done to our deserts, to our future lots
of track housing. First, Salt Lake City is built, now this. It's all Sam Brannan's
fault, really; if he was more eloquent the Mormons would have ended up in San
Francisco.
1 run to the copier and make 150 Xerox copies of the SAVE GASSY
JACK manifesto Guy emailedtome.It.s really quite an interesting read. 1 put
a copy on everyone's chair, including the celebrities. 1 even rub their phone
receivers in my ass crack.
Zoe has a sprawling, planted geranium in her office named Clyde that
she asked me to water. 1 piss on it almost every morning except those days I'm
too dehydrated from last night's whiskey. 1 thought it would kill Clyde, but
he's doing better than ever, sprawling lavishly. Maybe my byproducts are a
great, psychotic fertilizer; maybe 1 could make a fortune.
1 walk through the building; still no one's here, not even Felisha who's
a speed freak. Usually she's at her desk chewing her tongue. It makes a blunt,
lifeless noise like a dentist's office. 1 find thirteen other plants and piss on all of
them. I'll get to the bottom of this yet.
Felisha's apartment looked like the inside of a clock. She was rebuilding and
reassembling everything. All the parts of a stapler were on the kitchen table.
The toaster was plugged-in but gutted. The gears from a mountain bike were
on the floor. The refrigerator door was leaning against the stove, unattached
and bobbing; her food was rotting; the light was on. The whole room smelled
like enchiladas.
Felisha went to take a shower. She didn't like to take them, she said,
because the water reminded her of flies crawling on her face. But she had to
shower before sex; sweat nauseated her. She smiled coyly at me and said, "No
one likes sweaty pastrami."
1 sat down on the couch, just missing the motor of an electric pencil
sharpener. 1 flipped on the TV. Porn came on. There was a woman blowing a
hairy man, while she's humming The Battle Hymn ofthe Republic. 1 love that
song. She could work in an ad agency, multi-tasking like that.
After her shower, Felisha walked in wearing a thin white robe that
looked like fog; it was open and her nipples were big, moist, purple. She was
carrying a bottle of vanilla-scented body lotion and asked if! wanted to have my
feet massaged. She knelt in front of me. The porn was still going. Felisha took
my left foot, kissed in between my toes, and applied a thick sq uirt of the lotion.
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It tickled, and it was cold. Everyone should have a nubian geisha girl.
The hairy man loved the girl's humming as much as I did; right as she
mumbled the truth is marching on, he teemed his raised balls all over her chin
and neck. She didn't really enunciate. It sounded like she was deaf.
Zoe is smiling like she's a model-that rigomortis smile, both blase and ecstatic
at the same time. "Clyde is doing wonderfully," she says. "What's your
secret?"
"I piss on Clyde." Today, I'm wearing a clip-on tie.
"Honestly, that mouth of yours. "
Zoe is short and has a wispy mustache; I wonder if she'd grow if!
pissed on her, too. "You know, Zoe, I'm actually looking to do some freelance
gardening. If you know of anyone in need, please let me know."
"The girls would just adore you. I'll call them right now. What's this I
hear about Gassy Jack being extorted?"
"Nothing's sacred, Zoe. We're all vulnerable. All potential victims. All
we can do is take our multi-vitamins and wait for calamity."
Zoe turns with a thick sigh and walks away. She doesn't really like to
talk to me that much. She's standing in the doorway of her office, and decides
to add, "I'll call the girls anyway. But try not to say things like that. It's a little
scary. Too doomsday."
"Tell that to Gassy Jack."
Erin and I walk to the park. It's hot out, and Erin thinks that maybe this is the
first day of spring. I tell her that the groundhog saw its shadow. "How do they
know ifhe sees it or not?" She asks.
"That's between the bureaucrats and the groundhog. I just know
there's six more weeks of winter."
"I think they're wrong this year," she says. "This feels like spring. You
can actually smell the trees. They've been there all winter long, why can't you
smell them when it's cold?"
Why does she always ask such good questions?
There's a drum circle in the park. I think it's annoying, but she loves
it, thinks it's sexy. "Hand drums remind me of a spanking," she purrs. Hand
drums remind me that I don't have any rhythm.
We sit on the grass; I complain again, this time that everything here
smells like dog shit. All around us pretty gay boys lie on blankets, kiss, and rub
each other's bare chests. One guy is as hairy as a wolverine, but he's got the
bologna patch on top of his head. And finally I ask a good question: "Why is
the only hair that men lose on their heads?"
"It must be complicated," she says, "because most scientists are men.
They'd have fixed it if they could."
"Maybe I should go over there and piss on his head."
"Why?"
"I piss on Clyde, and he's growing like an exponent."
We do it five times a week now. My nubian geisha girl smokes a cigarette,
naked, and says, "You're right. You are white hot. We fuck lovely. It's amaz
ing." A thick, red belt still dangles from her throat. She swats at it playfully.
"It cut off the blood flow but never the oxygen. I felt high. But better. Better
than high."
"Sex is a remedy," I say and grab the cigarette out of her hand; as long
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as we're together, this is a social situation. I can smoke like a gross polluter.
Maybe recklessness isn't a contagion. It's a code like the stock market.
No one will ever figure it out.
At work now I carry a spray bottle full of my piss. I wrote on it in a brackish
calligraphy GASSYJACK'S PANIC. I don't tell anyone, but PANIC is act
uaUy an acronym: PISS AND NEW INCHES COME. I'm pissing on all sorts
of things around the office now. It only seems to affect the plants though.
Two of Zoe's friends are paying me $50 a month to tame and cultivate their
gardens. All I do is walk around their backyards, guzzling gallons ofwatc. and
pissing nonstop.
Maybe I can't save Gassy Jack. Maybe I can't make that much of a
difference before Dean and 1 die, but at least the plants will grow. And that's
more than anyone really expected me to do in the first place.
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[Untitled]
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Zach Houston
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bury my head in a superpower
to (lost) myself
and get (confusing)
like
an ostrich that runs around
with a television
stuck on its head
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Feet, Jennifer Clark.
lithograph

autograph pilot

Christopher Mulrooney
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I gyrate like a whelk in the welkin
(see me slapped with just his head)
offsee his stars flamed out all put to bed
and we fobbed with Macaulay Culkin
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One Man Band

E. Kay Elliott

for Mark Growden
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fellini fell ini fellini
i mind your

pride

timeless darling,

your precious peaches
darling

miss my spotlight
step into yours it
stretches
out the antique
blur
on the wrong stage/in the wrong film this one
too bright
i'm displaced
your film should be
all shadows and
no speeches not
sinister but in tone
make me feel
a conspirator your mouth
an oval of/ight in
darkness releases the biggest surprise of all
it's gigantic

could swallow the world

(and does)

it's not tame but knows a few tricks
it's it's its own best descriptor and
i step aside as it

bellows

and makes me feel
small
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the kind you push up to open.
kathryn 1. pringle
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look at how he tenderly approaches the brush stroke of cheek: not quite
rose nor pale. only illuminated. elevated from the canvas-like. lovers
in the foreground.
when poetry is confined to outside
interpretation the 'you' is removed from
the metaphor and the portraits she paints are things
of the hallway or living room. not
fit for public consumption.
(there is a woman sitting gray-haired and horn-rimmed reading an essay
entitled "YOm")
she doesn't seem to be perplexed by the notion.
there is a tree to my left wi green leaves and pink flowers.
there is a brick (yellow not red) building to my right wlsmall windows,
the kind you push up to open not over. i am standing on a sidewalk
still not walking and traffic not much faster than, while i think of
more to say to an unknown somebody, future 'you'_maybe
momentary.
there is a scene.
there is a small child.
there is a scope ... circumference, illogically bound wi archival tape
and the slight ticking of a wrist-watch bought several years previous
and strapped down since.
look at how he holds his brush in his teeth as if the full effect of lips would lead
him to a more sensitive rendition of that cheek. absolute
exactitude. never relinquish.
the 'you' is waiting for a bus, you can tell by the color
of the brick that it must be so. a special 'you.' not some often
bumped into 'you' but the one 'you' most often addressed.
the 'you' is standing in a park next to a ranger's station
with a small child in a stroller, or maybe not that small, but
toddler aged and sleepy for all the talk of pink flowers.
the 'you' is angry at the impending death of nature due
to the overdevelopment of brick buildings by some imperfect
and structurally bound reader of park manuals and the ways
they should be.
(roller coasters are for the experience, but i have a heart condition
and cannot ride.)
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look at how he leans back on his stool almost too far in order to recognize some
possible flaw in the alignment of eyes nose and lips,
all in the not so permanent idea stage. it is an imperfect eyebrow, that left
one, someone might think him purposefully flawing.
there is not a stroller but still the toddler remains, the stretch not yet
disproven due to the 'small child' lines. the bus is yet undetermined but
could in fact be strongly hinted at.
we'll never know what of the author's intentionally pink
flowered tree.
he is thinking to himself as he watches the canvas box him frontal and full
on. he is thinking to himself as he uses a number 2 round with blue handle and
white writing that reminds him of elementary pencils and disingenuous rocket
scientists. he is not contemplating the Lacanian gaze or Other. although you
might think he is, for it must be so.
whenever a man paints a woman's
cheek.
there is a sense of irony in the traffic, don't you think? do you
see the lack of attention given to the direction ofany
one but the i?
see how still the assumed she is standing while, even so, the velocity of
sidewalk thinking golden alexanders pummel the sheets?
no need to infringe upon personal aesthetics while
interpreting the work of an unknown. there is failure
inside a mirror we dissatisfied breach when
we ask the question. the inability ofsilence
to translate into white space because the sign remains question
able in ariallO.
he used to hold charcoal over fabriani and cover himself in ash, white carpet
useless now for the years of perfect shading. the reasoning of a mime began to
haunt him with sepia overtones. he is pacing, now large fingers with delicate tips
in cadmium red. he is sliding his neck over slightly right and pulling left in order
to alleviate the pain: ofchasing a girl who looks like you in his memory.
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Still Life With Doorway
Julie Reid
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Again the vanishing point stands for more than what you can no longer see.
Recall 99% of the universe wants to be nothing. And keeping in mind the
perfect sphere which forms the structure of a pear, begin to draw the hallway
littered with the paper bags you couldn't draw your way out of before this.
Draw the doorway and the smaller doorway and the smallest doorway, and a
naked figure behind one of the closed doors, or if you're not up to it, an
undulatory strip of paper will serve the same purpose. Go up to the first door of
your drawing and try the gold knob. If you don't see a gold knob you may need
a gentle reminder. You may feel the implied sphere is perfectly legitimate and
argue that just the one vowel is like a doorknob in your mouth, but this kind of
stalling will get you nowhere. This is the door to a doorway you're making and
there is no time to waste on exposition. A vowel is just a hum to distract the
dread of precipices and the hallway has already been non-verbal for ages.
Remember the smallest doorway was made to fit inside the smaller doorway and
these doorways made to fit inside what seems to be the largest (closest) door
way, but isn't, which is the secret to the illusion of order through distortion in a
hallway or the memory of a hallway with you as the vanishing point, holding a
sphere of some kind except all in pieces like your head. We'll have to see what
you can do with a meat grinder besides think up other objects it reminds you of,
like a pencil sharpener not from this country or an old-fashioned telephone with
a real operator at the other end or an eroticized toolshed with no real doorway,
only the rotary dial of its unique enslavement, but at least now you can also see
that the doorway is only revealing itself by accident, like the thigh of a woman
in a hallway as her dress is blown up, and at least now you can see that anyway
the doorway is just a different kind of sphere, that all doorways are ambiguous
stilt lives of disciplined sphere scenarios, ofspheres in obedience school, though
you can only suggest this part hesitantly, as if you might be mistaken, suddenly
tempted to look up 'sphere' in the dictionary and just leave the doorway as a
big doorway, crudely drawn, and let the hallway recede into the background as
a man with his back to you comes forward, and you can finally see where on his
belly you'd leave the paper white, and how you'd stand him in the doorway if
noise was or was not coming from down the hallway, and iflight was or wasn't
coming from a source you couldn't see.
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hoping to catch a glimpse of
the never present decaffeinated
•
key-lime p1e.
Kdvorak
; I:;! i: II:!; I;:;:; l;: I I III; I i I; II!; I: I I I!! II:!!;! I! II! I:! I:!!;

wlo a rhythm ofsense
or care or pride
or maroon orange blue waist coats and waste baskets
and jugglers playing the fool before daughters
collide in tabasco sauce and bbq soup
bowls,
hoping to catch a glimpse of the never present decaffeinated key-lime pie.
soap opera angry did it how many times before he wakes
up in the morning
wi glitter frosted on his hairless chest
& a freckle singing bin his nipples
saying nothing about being blind before a crowd sitting wi their joint face
deep in a pie wondering
about tea & tea time & tea bagging & small excuses
never sung by a hole in the ceiling
of Monday morning Harley rides bardy
being able to make out
a big bead that will scratch an eye wi none of its corners.
(to be cornerless is to understand
pie]
& that is why the opening line was subtracted & made into the end

of a more concrete dance,
the nine o'clock pain blooms together and the girl
wonders why a white guy writes
blc ofa lack of hugs
doesn't that make sense?
where is the missing tonid
get that straw out, mine just went
zip.
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•
vera 1con

Jonathan Hayes
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newspapers on the floor
blank canvas propped up against bedroom chair
tin coffee can of brushes
palette and tubes of oil paint
the hands of the clock circle the hours
minutes and seconds
waiting for five fingers
thoughts:

obsidian from a thousand-year-old volcano
the crow in the empty parking lot
and cancer

mixing thinner, linseed and black oil paint
without patience
up and down
down and up

hasty movement:

a once blank canvas now darkened
no reflection
no negative space
no warmth
eyes blink
chest expands and collapses
studio with 2 p.m. sunlight
thoughts:

red delicious apples in the orchard
silk christmas ribbons
and making her blush

mixing thinner, linseed and red oil paint
carefully breathing
slow movement:

the left side and then the right side
the right side and then the left side
the right side and then the left side
curve
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the left side and then the right side
the left side and then the right side
the right side and then the left side
curve
a black and red painting
the red on top
a simple image
children draw everyday
almost a circle
an image
painted every few years
and sometimes forgotten
before the paint
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you mold me

Janie Warner

1111:;; I I ! : : I I ; I I I ! ; I ! I : I I I I I ; : I ! ; ! ! I ; I ! I ! : I I I I I : : ! I I ! ! : : ! ! I : :

with your fingers press on
press on press my
back slipping
falling me falling
me into the dream you rote rote
rote speaking dreams
to me faded
abstracts listing to listing
to listing them until them until them until mine collate
with your apricot
pleasures the same as yours but may be
maybe they are my own as they are
yours to mold
into yours to mold into mine.
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Lorena solis.
intaglio
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TYPES OF NOUNS: A LINGUISTIC
Andrea Rexilius
ANALYSIS
!!! I! III!! III I I I I ; ! ! ; ; ; ! ! ! ; II I I I I!; I; II I I!! I II II I!!!; I I I!! I;;;

A.) WE NEED A UTILE/ A FEW

In this sentence the nouns flourish into brave counterparts, the heads of
lettuce or the grey undoing of a carpet. They bind together into plural words
by using s. There are "a few" to whom how do you do would be a suitable
ending. Nouns like furniture, information, sunshine, wine, blood and wheat
went with a little tossed salad at Madam Sevigne's dinner party, but again s
could not be added to their endings to make them plural.
B.) WE DON'T HAVE MUCH/ MANY
Nouns that do respond are much more likely to dance circles around
fireplace windows or to lilt champagne down throats and onto pearl necklaces.
Those that do not react are the many who have their heads running after men
who speak only to wine bottles. Plus they always catch themselves in the midst
of things, fingering the French silk on ties, licking rose thread at the bottom of
trouser hems. In this situation, "much" was the word that defined an amount
for furniture, information, sunshine, etc. Only another person can answer, few
or many. This relates to plural endings in the sense that furniture is never
without legs, nor is wine colorless without its bottle. Furniture and information
cannot answer what kind of furniture or information is wanted.
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call for patriots

Ben Williams
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we read the bible religiously, my friend and i, we
televise the media strategically, we
invent
life and death (as) places we've been, trivial
memories scraped on stone pictographs remembering a time
animalkind once ruled the earth

not mankind (or other such nightmarish
things),
but shush; that's all been swept under
now with our big guns, my friends and i say this fucking world
is said and done,
john doe. next in line. john doe. next in line. sign here, john doe,
on the line, please make it clear you're coming with us. kiss your sweetheart
a goodbye take with you
mementos: a notebook full of poems, old love letters she gave back:
will use for starting fires, if necessary
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Real Quiet's Buzz

Liz Robinson

: : 1111: I I I I i I I I I I i I111IIII1 II III I! 11IIIII1111I i I I1I111111 i! III

What is this busted ceiling, two to three blue bar light, resident painting while he
counts cash? What in my locking the door, friends drunk in the street, it's swing
and catch stopped after catching all night for smokers. Customers are served and
gone, having eaten had their drinks, both our hands itching with bar rot waitress
callous, wiping his tables putting up chairs. He makes his marks in the record
book. What the drum calm whir of the fan, taking up the buzz left from the
jukebox, unplugged? No one playing pool. No asking for napkins, no complaints
about stout improperly poured. The same talk about his trips to Greece, the ef
fects of Ritalin, and his question when willwe take that walk during the day? Of
what is there when he drives me home. The rotating clutch, a cop car blocking
one road. Curtains drawn, drunks dispersing, real quiet's buzz after the sharp
crash of dishes. No one sees us sitting quietly in the car. Or the hug, which I lean
in for, which I am sometimes too tired to lean in for. My usual hike up stairs, him
watching. That he drives offafter I've gone in, just as I'm opening the door to my
room.
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The Nymphs

Aimee Messer

(inspired by an Arthur Rackham painting,
and by Rose and Blue)
I I i I I 1111;;;: 1111;; 1111; I ; ; I : I I I ; I I : I ; I I ; ; ; I ; I ; I I11I1 I I ; ; ; : I ! I

They streamed through liquid lavender,
pulling water-logged bodies
onto the shore of my childhood,
where shadows land an ancient text,
like tattoos, on their alabaster toes.
A trilogy elusive,
bathing in the marbled water
of yesteryear.
And laughing, laughing,
always that.
And reaching to where
memory sat,
enthroned in her glory
of luminescent longing.
We swam through blackened emerald,
us three,
our hair like kelp in darkness.
We held the mysterythat child born
from beauty's fruitful womb.
We held it gently,
as though it might fragment,
as though it might crumble.
We have become our own mythology,
humming just beneath the surface
ofevery dreamscape.
And this one, too:
the Willow's roots drinking deep
of this marbled, narcotic liquid sleep.
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Frequently Asked Questions
About Bargaining
E. Kay
: I I : : : : : : I I :: : : : I I I I : : : : I I I: : : :: : : : : : : : : : I :

Elliott

:! :: : :! : : : : : :

! :

in other words, some things
you might like to know if ever stranded
without any proven means ofcommunication, or,
when fair trading is out of the question and
your shoes have become more squishy
than you're accustomed to,
and the water-heavy douds resting on your head start to leak;
when the boom of yesterday's thunder finally reaches your tender ears
and silence is just another way ofsaying I do, then
can you ingest the subtle rhythms of footfalls, and only then
will you speak of the way that ostriches believe
their own legs are sexy;
because the earth moves and we are moved by it,
and the sky falls and we are crushed beneath it, cushioned
by the blue until the bright lights begin to pulsate again, until
the backdrop is lifted and put back into place again,
and the stockings of every last schoolgirl have
drooped around thin ankles
and dogs are smiling because they can ...
then will we dismount,
kicking the ball towards the other team while we turn our backs
to go home.
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Joe Dimaggio's Funeral
Brandon Brown
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limousines with their lights on,
a parade!
I've never been in a limousine
or in the middle
of the sea but I know
what streets
to cross to make the subway (they called
them steam donkeys!)
I coughed, my hand was tardy

& my sickness
landed on the back of this kid's neck
who didn't notice,
stared forward. I want leprosy
or a pillow
or a hat, a hook. I want
to go to sea
& be lost, find a new ragged

land & name
its ponds, sands, hills, a land
people
speak backwards what
they mean when they cry
Love! I want
my keel to burst.

!
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bit of orange thread.
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